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A murder with international implications rocks Rose and Tom’s world.

Set in the intriguing world of the art industry, fraud and intrigue take center stage. When a murder ends
up divulging long hidden secrets, Rose and Tom will be forced to work with John Harwood, Susan
Parker’s replacement at the London Serious Crimes Unit.

In a race against time, will they be able to bring this killer to justice or will Rose paint her last stroke
when the killer finds her first?
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Murder at Windmill Lake:
A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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Long buried secrets are uncovered when a murder rocks the quiet, seaside town of Bayfield.

Rose Blair and her husband, Tom, are living a life in retirement, so when their beloved lab uncovers a
body after a day at the beach, they’re stunned by how such a violent crime could happen unseen. But as
Rose digs further into the case, she discovers secrets lurk deep within her beloved hometown.

When Susan Parker, Rose’s old college friend and an Inspector for the Serious Crime Units in London,
arrives on the scene of the crime, she treats the case like any other. But when suspicion is cast on her
lover, Jim Reynolds, she takes a step back and a closer look at the case and all the people involved.

Infidelity, lies, and betrayal come together in a stunning conclusion, rocking Susan and Rose’s world
and uncovering something going on in their town far deeper than just a murder…
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Murder at Bayfield Beach:
A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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Rose and Tom Blair are back in this eighth murder mystery installment.

When the body of an unidentified man is found on the bank of a river, Rose and Tom step in to assist
detectives in the investigation.

Will they be able to solve the crime or will Rose and Tom get all washed up when crime gets too close
to home?
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Murder at Bayfield River:
A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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Rose Blair returns for another murder mystery!

An early morning game of croquet turns deadly when Rose discovers the body of her friend slumped
over a gravestone. The search for the elusive killer sparks a massive manhunt, leading Rose and Tom on
another chilling adventure.

Will her friend’s murderer stop at nothing to silence anyone who was close to the victim?

Find out in the next mystery set in the sleepy village of Bayfield on the idyllic shores of Lake Huron.
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Murder at the Croquet
Club:
A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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The Little Inn is booked … with murder!
When a weekend literacy festival ends in a series of unexplained death, Rose Blair finds herself
embroiled once again in murder, mystery, and mayhem.
Will she find out who did it before the killer ensures Rose has turned her last page?
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A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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Rose Blair returns in this gripping fourth installment.

When a body is found at the local marina, Rose and Tom somehow find themselves embroiled in an
international mystery.

Canada’s spy agency is leading the case with their help. Can they solve the case before crime hits a
little too close to home?
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Murder at the Marina:
A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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When a body is found at a local mine, Rose and Tom Blair are thrust into yet another murder mystery.

Teaming up with local detectives, the retired couple work tirelessly to help solve the crime.

Set in the sleepy village of Bayfield nestled on the shores of Lake Huron, the Rose Blair mysteries
follow a retired couple who have a knack for finding murder…
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Murder at the Mine:
A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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Rose and Tom’s retreat takes a turn for the sinister when they stumble over a body!
When the wife of one of the couples attending a couple’s retreat goes missing, Rose and Tom step up to
help search. But the search turns sour when they stumble across the woman’s lifeless form.

Will they be able to solve this mystery before the retreat turns deadly for everyone there?
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Murder at the Retreat:
A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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Rose Blair is back!

In the third Rose Blair mystery, murder ruins Rose and Tom’s volunteer efforts.
When The Berries, a popular group from the 70s, roll into town, Rose and Tom step up to help with the
concert efforts. But when the lead singer fails to appear on stage, Rose realizes something more sinister
might be afoot…
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A Rose Blair Murder Mystery
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